Usage Agreement

between

GESIS – Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences
B2, 1
68159 Mannheim
Germany

and

______________________________________________ (Full name)
______________________________________________ (E-mail address)

– hereafter referred to as “the Rights Holder”–

The subject of the Agreement is the following electronic work: ________________________________.

1. The Rights Holder grants GESIS the right, without limitation of time, to make the electronic work available to the public free of charge in the online repository ZIS under the terms of the Creative Commons license CC BY-NC 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/deed.en). The Rights Holder shall be the licensor within the meaning of the CC BY-NC 4.0.

2. The Rights Holder confirms that no rights of third parties (e.g., copyrights, trademark rights, moral rights, or other rights of third parties, e.g., joint authors, co-authors, publishing houses, collecting societies, providers of external funds) will be infringed by the publication of the work in ZIS, and that she has not made, or will not make, any disposition that contradicts this Usage Agreement.

3. GESIS will require third parties who use the electronic work via ZIS to observe the terms of the Creative Commons license CC BY-NC 4.0. GESIS shall not be liable for damages or disadvantages arising from the fact that third parties infringe the obligations under the terms of the Creative Commons license CC BY-NC 4.0.

4. The Rights Holder declares that she is the sole author of the electronic work. In the case of multiple authorship, the Rights Holder declares that she is allowed to conclude the Usage Agreement on behalf of the co-authors. The Rights Holder affirms that all co-authors are aware of the contents of this Usage Agreement, and that they agree unconditionally to this Usage Agreement.

5. The place of jurisdiction shall be Mannheim.

Place, date: __________________________________________

Signature of the Rights Holder: __________________________________________